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Submission on Application 
By Pure Turoa Ltd 109883-SKI 

 

1) Introduction 

I make my submission with extensive experience of managing licences and leases in 
National Parks and other Conservation areas over a period of thirty-eight years. 

 

My initial experience was at Turoa Ski-field when I was involved in the Ski-Field Feasibility 
Studies, the Environmental Impact Assessment and the licence allowing Alex Harvey 
Industries to develop the ski-field. 

 

As Chief Ranger and then DOC Conservator, I personally negotiated with RAL their current 
licence to operate at Iwikau, as well as licences for all club huts in Iwikau and Whakapapa 
Villages. I was the responsible DOC manager when RAL took over the Turoa licence. 

 

I was the Manager responsible for developing and signing off both the current Tongariro 
National Park Management Plan and the Tongariro/Taupo CMS. I am a strong believer in 
the principals of the National Parks Act and the need for strong/effective Management Plans, 
in order to protect parks and public access to them. 

 

My experience taught me that licences are the most effective tool to provide concession 
opportunities whilst best protecting National Park values and managing impacts from 
commercial development. They also optimise public access whilst not impeding a licensee 
from carrying out their mission. A lease on the other hand, provides essentially exclusive 
ownership rights to land and increases the impacts of development, through a greater area 
of land being included in the leased area. 
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2) The Application 

I am not opposed in principal to the transfer of the Licence from RAL to Pure Turoa but 
completely opposed to the issue of leases for the specific activities detailed in the 
application. My submission will outline why leases should not be granted and why the 
proposed activities should be included in the licence. 

 
 

3) Lease v Licence 

This is a fundamental question unlikely to be understood by the public. My discussions with 
DOC staff indicate the distinction is not understood by most of them. 

 

There is no requirement in the National Parks Act 1980 to issue a lease for infrastructure 
outlined in the application. The legislation offers both options, a licence and a lease as a 
concession. 

 

The Tongariro National Park (TNP) Management Plan is quite clear that it directs licences to 
be issued for the three ski-fields. Clause 5.2.6 SKI AREA LICENSES states that “the 
Department believes that a ski area operated and managed by one concessionaire has 
benefits through a co-ordinated approach to public safety, the development of facilities and 
ultimately the skier experience”.  

OBJECTIVE 1 states “To protect the values of Tongariro National Park 
through co-ordinated, effective licence management for ski areas”. 
 

There are many reasons why a single licence should be offered at Turoa Ski-field. 

 
a) As explained above, the National Parks Act 1980 allows it and the TNP 

Management Plan requires it. 
 

b) A licence minimises the amount of land used exclusively by the 
concessionaire to that required to operate the Ski-field in a safe manner. 
This is essential in a National Park. It ensures that only required land is 
developed as well as allowing optimum public access. 

 
c) A lease is virtually an alienation of land. It provided the right of “exclusive 

possession”. This means the licensee can manage the entire area of the 
lease for their own requirements without regard for the general public. The 
Department has many examples of lease holders managing land without 
regard for the principles of the legislation that the land is held for. The 
Chateau lease is a local example. 
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d) At expiry of a lease there can be a commitment for the Department to pay 

out lease holders. This has occurred in the South Island high country with 
farming leases and it appears, it is a current issue with the lease at the 
Chateau?                                                                                                     

 
e) There is a strong precedence for licences being used for all ski-field 

concessions in Tongariro National Park; for the reasons I am 
emphasising. It has not happened by error or omission. Licences have 
been used since 1953 and are reflected in current licences to operate the 
three ski-fields and in keeping with the TNP Management Plan. I urge the 
Department to think carefully about the legal, environmental, management 
and public access consequences of a change to issuing leases. There 
would be significant management issues should Club Hutt licences be 
changed to leases. 

 
f) At Turoa Ski-field areas like carparks, snow making and even restaurants 

are not exclusive to customers of the Ski-field Licence holder. For 
example; the general public are permitted to use carparks even if not 
skiing.  General public are entitled to use restaurants for shelter, rest, eat 
their lunch or use the toilet facilities. This is outlined in the Turoa Ski-field 
Management Plan and also the Ski-field Licence held by RAL. These 
issues appear to be overlooked by the Department? 

 
g) As indicated in (f) above there are many issues of public access affected 

by the proposed change to leases.  Section 49 (c) of the National Parks 
Act 1980 allows concessions to be granted, but protects the rights of the 
public. Public access is a fundamental right under the National Parks Act 
1980. This is strongly reflected in TNP Management Planning and issuing 
of Ski-field Licences. In particular, I draw your attention to the following 
clauses; all of which indicate the appropriateness of facilities being 
licenced and not leased in order to recognise Public Access. 

 
5.2.1 (d)   Management of Existing Ski-fields 
5.2.3        Base Area Strategies – Policy 3 

      5.2.7        Cafeterias and Day Shelter 
      5.2.13      Public Safety 
      5.2.14      Public Access to the Ski-field 
 

Issuing leases as proposed would be a direct contravention of the rights held by the public 
under the current National Parks Act 1980 and the TNP Management Plan and Ski-field 
Licence. 
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There would be additional administration costs to both the Ski-field licence holder and the 
Department should a mix of licence and leases be granted. The Government has 
consistently stated their desire to reduce compliance costs. 

Secondly setting an appropriate concession fell will be much more complex using a mix of 
Ski-field licence fee and lease fees. 

Clause 5.2.6 Ski .Area Licence Areas should remind the Department that ski-field 
services are required to be integrated and should take a holistic approach to 
managing the ski-field as a part of managing Tongariro National Park. 

 
 

4) Protection of the Turoa Alpine Flush (TAF) and Upper 
Mangawhero Stream 

I emphasise the importance to protect these two areas. The TNP Management Plan spells 
out their values and the measures to be taken to ensure their protection. They are excluded 
from the Amenities Area in recognition of this. 

 

Section 4.1.3 of the TNP Management Plan emphasises how Tongariro National 
Park is a World Heritage Site based on the natural landscape values and they need 
to be retained in perpetuity. 

Policy 5.1.1 Turoa Ski-field Natural Values emphasises the value of the TAF and 
Upper Mangawhero Stream and associated Map 11 shows its exclusion from the 
Amenities Area. 

Policy 5.2.3 Base Area Strategies further explains this and Policy 4 how it should 
be protected. 

Creating a lease for facilities and structures in the Ski-field Base area would increase the 
risk of additional degradation to the TAF in particular. Degradation to the TAF has occurred 
over the years as a result of an illegal building intrusion, gravel run off and its use when 

there has been inadequate snow cover. The proposed lease with its significant increase in 
size needlessly increases the likelihood of these impacts. In particular the intention to further 
develop access to the Park Lane Chair, increase the size of the cafeteria by twenty per cent, 

and the development of a snow farm are concerns.   

It is not adequately explained what a snow farm is and how any environmental risks will be 
mitigated? 
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5) Removal of Facilities 

I welcome the intention of Pure Turoa to not replace the chairlifts that are to be removed. I 
note this work is to be funded by DOC. I would like to stress the need for this work to be 
carried out to the highest environmental standards under the direction and supervision of 
someone suitably qualified and experienced. 

 

 
6)  Aircraft use Application 

 
I am concerned at the broad increase of planned helicopter use and intention to use drones, 
as a daily occurrence. There are significantly additional impacts – visual and noise here and 
I ask that DOC limit the use of aircraft and/or drones as to what is stated in the TNP 
Management Plan. 

 

I would like to be heard in support of my submission. 

 

Paul Green 
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1 | S u b m i s s i o n  o n  P u r e  T u r o a  A p p l i c a t i o n

TO:  mtruapehusubmissions@doc.govt.nz 

Submission on the Pure Turoa application to transfer the licence to operate Turoa Ski field. 

Pure Tūroa Limited 109883-SKI 
Lease and license to operate Tūroa Ski Area on Mount Ruapehu in Tongariro National Park for a 
period of 10 years. The application also includes associated aircraft and filming activities. 

Person Submitting: 
Karen Grimwade 

 
Please note that this is a personal submission. 

Contact Information 

Statement of Support 
I support the application by Pure Turoa in principle. 
I would ask that the points outlined below are considered as part of the process. 

Hearing Request 
I would like to be heard – depending on the dates/my availability to attend. 
I wish to speak to only one of the issues listed below – the protection of the Turoa Alpine Flush. 

General principle of the running of ski fields 
Tongariro National Park Management Plan states in Section 5.2.1 – under Objectives (d): 
To ensure that the operations of ski areas does not adversely affect the experience of park visitors, the 
natural landscape and the biophysical environment beyond ski area boundaries. 
This section really sums up my concerns and if it is adhered to – then I support the application. 

Tongariro Taupo Conservation Management Strategy 
States in Section 3.6 (commercial use) “Management of these ski fields is by way of concession 
licences. 

In saying that, the following are two specific concerns I have; 

Public Access 
I have concerns about the plan to include ‘leases’ in the concession as this has the potential to impede 
public access.  I am told that DOC MUST issue leases – as they have been given legal advice that this is 
the correct process.  I question that legal advice is always ‘right’.  Legal advice is often just ‘convinient’ 
for those giving it – and I would say probably not in the interest of park users.  And that the leases 
have the potential to be difficult, expensive and most importantly impede public access. 

Historically the licence to operate has been a ‘licence’.  Leases are more complex to manage, 
administer and understand.  There is potential for public access to be limited or discouraged if 
buildings, infrastructure, or outdoor areas are operated under a ‘lease’.   
Public Access to National Parks/conservation land is a key pou in our democratic principles in New 
Zealand/Aotearoa.  It would be a shame to undermine confidence in that principle. 
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The Tongariro National Park Management Plan refers in several places to the need for public shelter 
and public access. 
 
Relevant Objectives: 
TNPMP- 5.2.7 Objective (a)  
To ensure that sheltered public space is available for skiers and other TNP visitors at the base areas. 
 
TNPMP – 5.2.14 Objective (a) 
TO maintain public access to those parts of the TNP that are ski areas. 
 

Ensure continued protection of the Turoa Alpine Flush 
The Turoa Alpine Flush (TAF) is excluded from the operations area.  For good reason, as it is a special 
and fragile landscape.  The level of protection offered to the TAF over the year has been varied. 
In the last three years there have been boundary markers installed, signage supplied by Project 
Tongariro and a general agreement among stakeholders to take better care of this special place.  
Anything that imposes on the TAF (including the upper TAF along the Mangawhero stream) and the 
health of the Mangawhero Stream must be a ‘no go’.  The proposed snow farm and possible 
earthworks nearby are likely to cause damage.  Other options should be considered.  
 The ski field management of recent years have been unable to adequately control sediment spilling 
into the upper and lower TAF.  Provision for the protection of the Turoa Alpine Flush is outlined on 
page 220 of the TNP MP.  Although careful monitoring of ski field construction and operations is 
allowed for in the TNP MP – this has not happened in recent years. 
Water Quality is provided for in section 5.2.8 Objective (a) 
To protect water within TNP, as far as possible, in its natural state. 
An adjacent ‘Snow Farm’ is unlikely to enhance the Turoa Alpine Flush. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
 
I have two more points I would like to have the hearing committee consider – although more aimed at 
the Department of Conservation as administrators of the licence to operate, rather than the 
application to operate Turoa.  But I would like to make note of them: 
 

Removal of Infrastructure:   

I would ask that all due care is taken in the removal of old infrastructure and the need to remove is 
taken into consideration – ie. Will removal do more damage than good? 
The removal of the Nga Wai Heke is likely to impact on the flush at the South-East Basin.  I would ask 
that extreme care be taken in this process – with close supervision of contractors. 
 

Dark Sky Concept 
Ruapehu District Council supports in principle the concept of Dark Sky.  It is likely that this concept will 
be progressed in the near future.  I would submit that this concept should be taken into consideration 
when planning buildings & lighting by any new operator.  Lights can be aimed downward – led bulbs 
used and generally consideration taken to light pollution.  The huge lights visible from Ohakune at 
Turoa – seem very unnecessary.   This is a basic and easy way to further the principle of conservation 
on the maunga and likely to engender goodwill and set a good conservation example. 
DarkSky International | Protecting the night skies for present and future generations 
 
 

Karen Grimwade 
 February 2024 
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To:  mtruapehusubmissions@doc.govt.nz 

Submission on the Application to transfer the Licence to Operate 
Pure Tūroa Limited 109883-SKI 
Lease and license to operate Tūroa Ski Area on Mount Ruapehu in Tongariro National Park for a 
period of 10 years. The application also includes associated aircraft and filming activities. 

Entity Submitting: 
Project Tongariro (Tongariro Natural History Society) 

Project Tongariro is a local conservation organisation that has carried out hands-on conservation on 
the Central Plateau/Tongariro Taupo rohe for the last 40 years.  We as a conservation group are 
advocates for all local conservation and spend over a million dollar per year in pursuit of our 
conservation aims. Our core business is the care of Tongariro National Park and thus we wish to 
advocate for it on two main issues regarding the Pure Turoa application. 

We are not usually a political or lobby organisation, but we feel strongly about the need to advocate 
for Tongariro National Park and are thus engaging in this process.  We are strong supporters of strong 
planning and stress our wish to see the Tongariro National Park management plan principles adhered 
to.  We would prefer to see an up-to-date CMS and TNP MP but without such, we advocate for the 
current one to be adhered to.  We do not wish to see the integrity of the National Parks Act, nor the 
TNP Management Plan undermined by ‘legal advice’ and a move to leases. 

Contact Information 
Kiri Te Wano (CEO) e.  

Karen Grimwade (Executive) e

Statement of Support 
Project Tongariro is not opposed to the transfer of the Licence to Operate to Pure Turoa to run Turoa 
Ski Field. 

We understand that the TNPMP Objective (5.2.1d):  To ensure the operation of ski areas does not 
adversely affect the experience of park visitors, the natural landscape, and the biophysical 
environment beyond ski area boundaries. 
And outline below our concerns that this objective might be compromised; 

Hearing Request 
Yes please, we would like to be heard. 
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Project Tongariro Submission as follows; 
 

Protection of the principle of Public Access 
We, Project Tongariro executive, feel the proposed intention to use leases rather than a licence to 
operate is an alienation of public land and infers private ownership.   
RAL have operated under licences to operate since 1953, and we question the need or reason for the 
legal advice for this to change.  There is nothing in the National Parks Act that prevents the issue of a 
licence rather than a lease for the facilities outlined in the application.  The CMS states that it should 
be a licence to operate (see references). 

Transferring the licence maintains a precedence maintained since 1953. It also honours the TNPMP 
that has policy saying there will be a single licence on each ski field. 

A licence minimises the area controlled by the licence holder to that which is strictly required to safely 
operate a ski field. This is important in a National Park. It safeguards both protection of the National 
Park and public access to the National Park. 

In day-to-day operation, a lease could enable the operator/concession holder to exclude the public 
from shelter or access.  Public Shelter is required to be provided (TNP MP Sections: Sections:  5.2.7, 
5.2.14 ).  If a lease is required, we request it should be buildings only and then only the footprint of 
the building – no further.  And then there must be provision for Public Shelter as stated in the TNPMP. 
Access for other park users, such as trampers, climbers, ski tourers across public land should not be 
impeded by leases over out side areas (such as the Plaza).  Public access to National Parks is a part of 
our culture and we strongly state our support for this principle to continue to be upheld by the 
landowner and the operator of the concession. 
 
Administration of leases are likely to be more expensive for both parties.  Multiple leases rather than 
one concession are likely to be problematic to ‘manage’.  Why make administration more difficult and 
expensive?  Government has spent millions buying out of leases whereby leases have been 
problematic to manage in various other instances.  Also does this allow for the provision of sub-leases 
whereby the sub-lease may not be as accountable for public access.  The lease of the Chateau 
Tongariro, and the cattle leases in the Dart Valley Mt Aspiring National Park, are examples of where a 
lease can go wrong and be very expensive for the public of New Zealand/Aotearoa.   
 
Relevant sections of the Tongariro National Park Management Plan: 
5.2.1:  Management of Existing Ski Areas (Objectives) 
5.2.3:  Base Area Strategies 
5.2.7:  Public Shelter 
5.2.14:  Public Safety 
 
Relevant section of the Tongariro Taupo CMS 
3.6 Commercial Use. 
 

Protection of the Turoa Alpine Flush (TAF) 
Project Tongariro has an interest in seeing the continued projection of the Turoa Alpine Flush.  The TAF 
has specific protection under the Tongariro National Park Management Plan and this area has always 
been excluded from the ski field amenities area.   
 
Although protected, the TAF has had a hard time over the years, being trampled on and subject to the 
ingress of sediment – among other things.  Over the last three years we have strongly advocated for 
its protection and funded boundary markers (to prevent the previous instances of boundary ‘creep’) 
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and boundary signs, along with an interpretation sign.   We do not want to see further damage to the 
flush by the proposed development. 
 
We are concerned at the proximity of the snowmaking farm, and the proposed earthworks at the 
drive stations.  Without very careful management and monitoring, this will impact on the health of the 
TAF and the nearby Mangawhero stream.  Although careful monitoring of ski field operations is 
provided for in the TNP MP and the CMS – this does not actually happen. 
 
We include the Upper Turoa Alpine Flush in this concern – which is a flush area following the stream 
up the valley beside the Parklane Chairlift.  Also at risk from construction and sediment runoff. 
 
We would also advocate for the careful removal of old infrastructure, as another alpine flush in the 
South East Basin is likely to be impacted by the removal of the Nga Wai Heke. 
 
Relevant sections of the Tongariro National Park Management Plan 
5.2.3   Base Area Strategies 
5.2.8:  Water Uses and Snowmaking 
 
 
Kiri Te Wano – Chief Executive 
On behalf of the  
Project Tongariro Executive Board 
1st February 2024 
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OBJECTION OR SUBMISSION 

OBJECTION OR SUBMISSION 

A. Permission Application Number and Name of Applicant

Pure Tūroa Limited 109883-SKI

B. Name of Proposed Activity and Location(s)

Lease and license to operate Tūroa Ski Area on Mount Ruapehu in Tongariro National Park for 
a period of 10 years. The application also includes associated aircraft and filming activities. 

C.2 Your name

In placing your name and organisation below, you acknowledge that you are the person or authorised 
person submitting this objection or submission. You are also acknowledging that your name and 
organisation will be published.  

Printed name of submitter or person authorised on behalf of submitter 

Organisation 

Philip Couch 

Date 

2.2.24 

D. Statement of Support, Neutrality or Opposition

x   I Support this Application (I am making a submission)

☐ I am Neutral on this Application (I am making a submission).

☐ I Oppose this Application (I am making an objection).

E. Hearing Request
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x   I Do Not wish to be heard in support of this objection or submission at a hearing.

☐ I Do wish to be heard in support of this objection or submission at a hearing



Permissions Application Number 109883-SKI 

F. Objection or submission

The specific parts of the application that this objection or submission relates to are:

All parts. I support the granting of concessions to Pure Turoa Ltd. 

My reasons for my objection or submission are: 

I support the granting of concessions to Pure Turoa Ltd because: 

• We have strong personal and family connections to the
mountains of Tongariro National Park going back to 1978, and we enjoy 
skiing/snowboarding, tramping and mountaineering as forms of 
recreation together with our family and many of our friends. We are 
regular and respectful visitors to TNP and being there is one of our 
favourite things to do. 

• As noted on p35 of the Tongariro National Park Management
Plan (2006) Mt Ruapehu is ‘nationally important’ for skiing as it is the 
only place in the North Island where lift-serviced alpine snowsports can 
be provided (notwithstanding a small club field at Taranaki). Given the 
failure of Ruapehu Alpine Lifts, it is important to ensure that another 
entity takes over immediately. Snow sports account for about half of all 
TNP visitors according to the TNPMP. 

• The proposal is within the amenity area of Turoa Ski Area
identified in the TNPMP and is generally consistent with the TNPMP’s 
objectives. 

• Granting the concession would foster recreation and
therefore be consistent with section 6(e) of the Conservation Act, which 
states:  
“to the extent that the use of any natural or historic resource for 
recreation or tourism is not inconsistent with its conservation, to foster 
the use of natural and historic resources for recreation, and to allow their 
use for tourism.” 



• While there are reasons to consider delaying the granting of
concessions until after Te Tiriti o Waitangi claims have been settled, I 
believe that the applicant’s growing relationship with Ngāti Rangi and 
others, combined with the relatively short term sought (compared with 
the current RAL concession’s 60 years) and the proposal to eventually 
remove and replace the Ngā Wai Heke, Park Lane and Giant lifts with 
one gondola or high capacity chair with a mid-station, plus the fact that 
the infrastructure will be damaged by ice if not operated each winter, 
mean granting the concession now and then working with iwi 
collaboratively is the best approach. 

The outcomes that need to be addressed by this application are: 

Give precise details, including the parts of the application you wish to have amended and the general 
nature of any conditions sought if the application is approved. 

I submit that the Department of Conservation: 

• Grant the concessions sought by Pure Turoa Ltd to
operate Turoa Ski Area 

• Consider how the term of the concession can be extended to
provide sufficient time for payback  
of the capital investment required to remove and replace some of the lifts 
as shown in the indicative development plan, while also respecting and 
providing for collaboration with Ngāti Rangi and any other relevant iwi 
so that the outcomes of their treaty settlement can be recognised and 
provided for by the applicant and DOC when the time comes. 

• Note that climate change will potentially render commercial
ski areas on Mt Ruapehu economically unviable at some point during this 
century if the 2,300m elevation remains the upper limit for development, 
so allowing lift development in the 1,900m – 2,300m zone within the 
current ski area boundary may be desirable to ensure that popular and 
rewarding lift- serviced alpine snow sports can continue on the maunga 
for as long as possible. 



G. Attachments

If you are using attachments to support your objection or submission clearly label each 
attachment, complete the table below and send in your attachments with this ‘objection or 
submission form’.  

Document title  

Document format (e.g. Word, PDF, Excel, jpg etc.) 

Description of attachment 

How do I submit my objection or submission? 

Complete this form and email to mtruapehusubmissions@doc.govt.nz.  You may also mail your objection 
and submission to: Director-General, c/o Permissions Hamilton, Department of Conservation, Private Bag 
3072, Hamilton 3240. 


















































